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April 14, 2017 

 

The Honorable Mike Crapo     The Honorable Sherrod Brown  

Chairman       Ranking Member 

Committee on Banking, Housing     Committee on Banking, Housing                                

and Urban Affairs      and Urban Affairs 

U.S. Senate       U.S. Senate 

Washington, D.C. 20510     Washington, D.C. 20510 

 

Dear Chairman Crapo and Ranking Member Brown: 

 

On behalf of the members of the American Bankers Association (ABA), we are submitting the 

enclosed proposals in response to your joint request for ideas that would stimulate economic 

growth and community development. 

 

Our members have long advocated regulatory relief and other proposals that would help us better 

serve consumers and our local communities.  We have, and continue to support, several 

legislative proposals that would improve the regulatory environment and our overall economy.  

For example, we strongly support: 

 

 The TAILOR Act (S.366), introduced by Senator Mike Rounds (R-SD), which would 

empower the regulators to “tailor” regulatory actions so that they apply only when 

required by the bank’s business model and risk profile. 

 

 The Financial Institutions Examination Fairness and Reform Act (S.774), bipartisan 

legislation introduced in the 114th Congress by Senators Jerry Moran (R-KS), Joe 

Manchin (D-WV) and Shelley Moore Capito (R-WV), that would significantly improve 

the examination process and ensure that banks receive timely examination reports and 

create a fair process for banks to appeal examination decisions. 

 

 The Systemic Risk Designation Improvement Act (H.R. 6392) would authorize the FSOC 

to subject a bank holding company to enhanced supervision and prudential standards by 

the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System if FSOC makes a final 

determination that material financial distress at the bank holding company, or the nature, 

scope, size, scale, concentration, interconnectedness, or mix of its activities, could 

threaten the financial stability of the United States.  This legislation would provide a true 

risk-based analysis to systemic importance determinations and would ensure that 

regulatory supervision is appropriately tailored to a financial institution’s risk profile. 

 

 The Durbin interchange amendment, included in the Dodd-Frank Act, is an obsolete 

government price control which has created friction and inefficiency in consumer 

payments accepted by virtually every American business.   By making price adjustments 

through a drawn-out federal study conducted at arbitrary intervals, and frequently subject 
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to litigation, this mandate prevents the market from creating efficiencies that would 

benefit small businesses and their consumers.  More than just creating economic drag, it 

has failed consumers by increasing the cost of basic financial services products like free 

checking accounts.  In the absence of any evidence showing broadly-shared economic 

benefit, repealing this price control would allow financial institutions to use their own 

revenue to invest more value into their basic product lines.  Bringing consumers into the 

mainstream banking system is a proven method of increasing economic growth. 

 The Federal Savings Association Charter Flexibility Act (S. 567), bipartisan legislation

sponsored by Senators Jerry Moran (R-KS) and Heidi Heitkamp (D-ND), that would

provide thrifts with additional flexibility to adapt to and better meet the needs of

changing economic conditions and business environments of their communities.

 Bipartisan legislation (S. 828) introduced by Senators Mike Rounds (R-SD) and Mark

Warner (D-VA) that would expand banks’ abilities to count municipal securities as high-

quality liquid assets under the Liquidity Coverage Ratio.  This legislation could be

improved by removing similar impediments that discourage banks from taking municipal

deposits. 

 Legislation that streamlines the rules for Currency Transaction Reporting (CTR) by

establishing an exception for very well-known customers and raising the current

threshold for filings from $10,000 to $20,000.

 Bills and legislative proposals that would improve the regulatory environment and enable

banks to better serve their communities by: raising the threshold for small bank holding

company relief from $1 billion to at least $5 billion; providing relief  for mortgage

servicing rights and trust preferred securities from Basel III capital requirements; creating

a mutual bank certificate to help mutual institutions raise capital; providing relief from

regulatory requirements penalizing custody banks for taking deposits; and, eliminating

the Mid-Cycle (DFAST) stress tests.

We hope that these bills can receive consideration by your Committee, either as part of this 

process or separately.  We are submitting the following five additional proposals that, in our 

view, could both receive bipartisan support and achieve your goals of economic growth and 

community development.  Specifically: 

1. Increase Mortgage Lending

Existing mortgage rules are too restrictive and have made it difficult, and in some cases 

impossible, for creditworthy borrowers – especially low-income families – to obtain safe and 

sound loans from portfolio lenders.  The proposed legislation, the Portfolio Lending and 

Mortgage Access Act, would treat any loan made by an insured depository and held in that 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/567?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22s.+567%22%5D%7D&r=1
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/828?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22S.+828%22%5D%7D&r=1
http://www.aba.com/Groups/Documents/IncreaseLiquidityofCertainMunicipalAssets.pdf
http://www.aba.com/Groups/Documents/StreamliningCurrencyTransactionReporting.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/3791?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22h.r.+3791%22%5D%7D&r=1
http://www.aba.com/Groups/Documents/LUETKE009.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/6244?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22h.r.+6244%22%5D%7D&r=1
http://www.aba.com/Groups/Documents/IncreaseSourcesofCapitalforMutualBanks.pdf
http://www.aba.com/Groups/Documents/AccesstoCashActof2017.pdf
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lender’s portfolio as compliant with the Ability to Repay and Qualified Mortgage (QM) 

requirements.  This concept has received bipartisan support in both the Senate and the House. 

2. Modernize Regulations that Prevent Acceptance of Stable Deposits

The FDIC has determined that certain traditional deposit accounts are considered to be “brokered 

deposits” and subjects them to supervisory limits and additional deposit insurance assessments.  

These restrictions and additional costs have limited the access of banks, including community 

banks, to a stable source of deposits that would increase liquidity.  This unnecessarily limits the 

funding banks can make available for lending to small businesses and consumers.  This proposal 

directs the FDIC to clarify that traditional deposit account products involving a direct, continuing 

relationship between a customer and an insured depository institution are not brokered deposits.   

3. Create Bureau Advisory Opinion Process

Innovation and consumer protection in financial products and services is currently hampered 

because there is no effective way to obtain an advanced ruling from the Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau (“Bureau”) regarding whether or not a proposed product or service would 

conform or would potentially violate the Federal consumer laws.  This lack of legal and 

regulatory certainty chills innovation and prevents consumers from benefitting from such 

products and services and harms economic growth.  Innovators and CFPB staff do not have a 

means to formally review a product before it reaches consumers, which unnecessarily delays 

important consumer protection conversations until a costly enforcement action is potentially 

undertaken. This reactionary posture creates an information vacuum, depriving innovators of 

vital compliance information and preventing CFPB staff from staying abreast of emerging 

consumer product trends – knowledge which is important to their effectiveness as a regulator.  

The proposal directs the Bureau to establish a formal process for innovators to voluntarily ask for 

an opinion on whether a proposed product or service would conform or violate Federal consumer 

law.  The Bureau’s opinion should be one that can be relied upon by the innovator making the 

inquiry as an official interpretation of the applicable underlying Federal consumer law.   

4. Joint Bureau-Small Business Administration Study and Recommendations on

Collection of Minority and Women-owned Business Loan Data

Section 1071 of the Dodd Frank Act requires the Bureau to prescribe rules for collecting and 

reporting data on lending to minority-owned and women-owned small businesses. However, 

there has been no analysis of whether this new data collection duplicates existing data on small 

business lending collected by the Small Business Administration (SBA) and the banking 

agencies pursuant to the Community Reinvestment Act. In addition, there has been no analysis of 

its impact on economic growth given the potential negative effects this may have on what loans 

are made or not made in a local community. The proposal revises section 1071 to provide that 

before the Bureau is authorized to prescribe any rule for collecting and reporting loan data, the 

Bureau and the Small Business Administration (SBA) must conduct a joint study of existing data 

on small business lending to determine whether the proposed collection would be duplicative of 
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existing data collections and that the costs for such data collection do not exceed the potential 

benefits. The agencies are required to submit a report to Congress on their findings along with 

their recommendations, if any, for prescribing rules for the collection and reporting of minority-

owned and women-owned small business loan data.    

 

5. Relief for Medium Size Banks from Company Run Stress Tests  
 

The Dodd-Frank Act stress testing requirements contained in section 165 (i) (2) have imposed a 

significant burden on Midsize Banks.  For example, it is typical for a Midsize Bank to spend 

10,000 man hours to produce thousands of pages of documents for the exercise and this takes 

resources away from lending and community development.  This burden has been imposed even 

though there is little supervisory and public benefit.  As part of the EGRPRA process, and in 

separate statements the Fed, FDIC and OCC have supported exempting banks with $10-50 

billion in assets from stress testing.  The proposed statutory language would remove company 

run stress testing requirements from Midsize Banks. 

 

Attached is a more detailed explanation of these proposals along with legislative language.   

We would be pleased to follow-up with your staff and look forward to working with you. 

 

Sincerely,  

 
James C. Ballentine 





James Ballentine 
Executive Vice President  
Congressional Relations 


And Political Affairs 
202-663-5359 


jballent@aba.com  


 


ABA Proposals for Economic Growth and Community Development  


Collection of Data on Small Business Lending   


 


Problem:  A Dodd-Frank Act amendment to the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) directs 
the Bureau to promulgate a rule that will require financial institutions to collect and report data 
on lending to “minority-owned, women-owned and small businesses.” Unfortunately, this 
HMDA-like data collection over-simplifies the nature of the small business lending environment, 
and will mislead community leaders, government entities and creditors from identifying the 
business and community development needs and opportunities for local small businesses.  


There has been no analysis of whether this new data collection duplicates existing data on small 
business lending collected by the Small Business Administration (SBA) and the banking 
agencies pursuant to the Community Reinvestment Act. In addition, there has been no analysis of 
its impact on economic growth given the potential negative effects this may have on what loans 
are made or not made in a local community. The considerable burdens associated with this data 
collection and reporting regime would add significant costs and red tape to small business 
lending, discouraging a primary engine for economic growth. Moreover, the majority of small 
business lending is originated by community and mid-size banks, which try to adapt to the needs 
and circumstances of individual borrowers. Compliance with this rule, however, will impede this 
individualized approach due to potential fair lending liability concerns, leading to the 
homogenization of small business loans, which will hurt small businesses and the banks that 
want to serve them.  This would be counterproductive to the provision’s underlying goal of 
facilitating increased credit access and economic growth. 


Proposed Solution:  The Bureau and the SBA should conduct a joint study of existing data on 
small business lending to determine whether the proposed collection would be duplicative of 
existing data collections and that the costs for such data collection do not exceed the potential 
benefits. In addition, the agencies should consult with the prudential banking agencies on the 
study because a great deal of small business data is currently collected and made available as part 
of Community Reinvestment Act compliance. 
 
Explanation of Proposed Legislation 
 
The proposal requires the Bureau and the SBA to conduct a study and report to Congress on 
whether the collection of information about minority-owned and women-owned small business 
loan data would enable the Federal government, communities and creditors to identify and help 
meet the community development needs and opportunities of these small businesses. It revises 
section 1071 of the DFA to clarify that the focus should be on lending to minority-owned and 
women-owned small businesses, not all small business lending. 
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The two agencies are required to submit a report to the Senate Banking Committee and House 
Financial Services Committee within one year of enactment, along with their recommendations, 
if any, for prescribing rules for the collection of minority-owned and women-owned small 
business loan data.  Consistent with the study and report, if there is a public interest in doing so, 
and the benefits outweigh potential costs, the Bureau and SBA may jointly prescribe a rule to 
implement the data collection. That rule must be finalized no later than one year after the report 
is submitted to Congress.      
 
Legislative Text 


SEC. 1071. MINORITY-OWNED AND WOMEN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS LOAN 
DATA COLLECTION 


(a) IN GENERAL. – Section 704B of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (15 USC 1691c-2) is 
amended to read-- 


 “SEC.704B. MINORITY-OWNED AND WOMEN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS LOAN 
DATA COLLECTION 


  “(a) STUDY AND REPORT. —The Bureau and Small Business Administration (the “SBA”), 
in consultation with the federal banking agencies, shall jointly conduct a study and report to 
Congress on whether the collection and reporting of minority-owned and women-owned small 
business loan data by the Bureau would facilitate enforcement of fair lending laws, may impede 
access to credit, and otherwise accurately inform communities, governmental entities, and 
creditors on the business and community development needs and opportunities of such small 
businesses. Such study shall include-- 
 


(1) analysis of the small business loan data currently being collected by Federal agencies and 
the extent to which the collection and reporting of  minority-owned and women-owned 
small business loan data by the Bureau would duplicate existing data collections;  


(2) analysis of whether there is a need for the collection and reporting of minority–owned 
and women–owned small business loan data by the Bureau that is not met by existing 
collection of small business loan data;  


(3) analysis of the privacy and data security issues presented by the collection and reporting 
of minority-owned and women-owned small business loan data by the Bureau;   


(4) a cost-benefit analysis of the projected collection and reporting of minority-owned and 
women-owned small business loan data by the Bureau, including proposed record-
keeping and other compliance requirements on financial institutions and small business 
borrowers; and,  


(5) analysis of the impact of minority-owned and women-owned small business loan data 
collection and reporting requirements by the Bureau on the cost and availability of credit.  
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“(b) REPORT TO CONGRESS.—Within one year after the enactment of this Act, the Bureau 
and SBA shall submit the report required by subsection (a) to the Senate Banking, Housing and 
Urban Affairs Committee, and the House Financial Services Committee, along with their 
recommendations, if any, for prescribing rules for the collection and reporting of minority-owned 
and women-owned small business loan data.  Such recommendations shall include the rationale 
for prescribing such rules and shall be consistent with the study required by subsection (a).    
    
“(c) RULEMAKING AUTHORITY.— If the Bureau and SBA find, consistent with the study 
required in subsection (a), that the collection and reporting of minority-owned and women-
owned small business loan data by the Bureau is in the public interest, and that the costs for such 
data collection do not exceed the potential benefits, no later than one year after submission of the 
report required by subsection (b) the Bureau and SBA may jointly prescribe a final rule for the 
collection and reporting of minority-owned and women-owned small business loan data 
conforming to the recommendations made pursuant to subsection (b).    
 








James Ballentine 
Executive Vice President  
Congressional Relations 


And Political Affairs 
202-663-5359 


jballent@aba.com  


 


ABA Proposals for Economic Growth and Community Development 


Expand Safe, Traditional Portfolio Lending 


 


Problem:  Existing mortgage rules are too restrictive and have made it difficult, and in some 


cases impossible, for creditworthy borrowers – especially low-income families - to obtain safe 


and sound loans from portfolio lenders.  


Portfolio lending is among the most traditional and lowest-risk type of lending in which a bank 


can engage. Loans held in a bank’s portfolio are well underwritten because if a loan is to be held 


in the portfolio, the bank carries all of the credit and interest rate risk of that loan until it is 


repaid. Therefore, it must be sufficiently conservative to protect the safety and soundness of the 


bank.  The Portfolio Lending and Mortgage Access Act, introduced by Rep. Andy Barr (R-KY) 


and passed by the House in the 114th Congress provides that loans held in portfolio meet the 


Ability to Repay and QM requirements put in place by the Dodd-Frank Act.  The bill will be 


reintroduced in the House in the 115th Congress and ABA strongly supports Senate action on this 


legislation.  


Solution:  The Portfolio Lending and Mortgage Access Act would treat any loan made by an 


insured depository and held in that lender’s portfolio as compliant with the Ability to Repay and 


Qualified Mortgage (QM) requirements.    


Explanation of Proposed Legislation 


The proposed bill amends the Truth in Lending Act to create a safe harbor against liabilities 


arising from Ability to Repay/QM requirements with respect to a residential mortgage loan.  It 


also requires the banking regulators to treat such a loan as a qualified mortgage, if the lender has, 


since the loan's origination, held it on its balance sheet and all prepayment penalties with respect 


to the loan comply with specified limitations.  The bill also protects insured depositories from 


liability for guiding borrowers toward a portfolio loan meeting the bill’s requirements.   


It would provide an important and much needed correction to the unnecessarily restrictive 


standards that now exist and provide more borrowers with safe and sound credit options. 


Legislative Text 


SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 


This Act may be cited as the “Portfolio Lending and Mortgage Access Act”. 
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SEC. 2. SAFE HARBOR FOR CERTAIN LOANS HELD ON PORTFOLIO. 


(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 129C of the Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. 1639c) is amended 


by adding at the end the following: 


“(j) SAFE HARBOR FOR CERTAIN LOANS HELD ON PORTFOLIO.— 


“(1) SAFE HARBOR FOR CREDITORS THAT ARE DEPOSITORY 


INSTITUTIONS.— 


“(A) IN GENERAL.—A creditor that is a depository institution shall not be 


subject to suit for failure to comply with subsection (a), (c)(1), or (f)(2) of this section 


or section 129H with respect to a residential mortgage loan, and the banking regulators 


shall treat such loan as a qualified mortgage, if— 


“(i) the creditor has, since the origination of the loan, held the loan on the 


balance sheet of the creditor; and 


“(ii) all prepayment penalties with respect to the loan comply with the 


limitations described under subsection (c)(3). 


“(B) EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN TRANSFERS.—In the case of a depository 


institution that transfers a loan originated by that institution to another depository 


institution by reason of the bankruptcy or failure of the originating depository 


institution or the purchase of the originating depository institution, the depository 


institution transferring such loan shall be deemed to have complied with the 


requirement under subparagraph (A)(i). 


“(2) SAFE HARBOR FOR MORTGAGE ORIGINATORS.—A mortgage originator 


shall not be subject to suit for a violation of section 129B(c)(3)(B) for steering a consumer 


to a residential mortgage loan if— 


“(A) the creditor of such loan is a depository institution and has informed the 


mortgage originator that the creditor intends to hold the loan on the balance sheet of 


the creditor for the life of the loan; and 


“(B) the mortgage originator informs the consumer that the creditor intends to 


hold the loan on the balance sheet of the creditor for the life of the loan. 


 



http://uscode.house.gov/quicksearch/get.plx?title=15&section=1639c
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“(3) DEFINITIONS.—For purposes of this subsection: 


“(A) BANKING REGULATORS.—The term ‘banking regulators’ means the 


Federal banking agencies, the Bureau, and the National Credit Union Administration. 


“(B) DEPOSITORY INSTITUTION.—The term ‘depository institution’ has the 


meaning given that term under section 19(b)(1) of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. 


505(b)(1)). 


“(C) FEDERAL BANKING AGENCIES.—The term ‘Federal banking agencies’ 


has the meaning given that term under section 3 of the Federal Deposit Insurance 


Act.”. 


(b) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.—Nothing in the amendment made by this Act may be 


construed as preventing a balloon loan from qualifying for the safe harbor provided under section 


129C(j) of the Truth in Lending Act if the balloon loan otherwise meets all of the requirements 


under such subsection (j), regardless of whether the balloon loan meets the requirements 


described under clauses (i) through (iv) of section 129C(b)(2)(E) of such Act. 


 



http://uscode.house.gov/quicksearch/get.plx?title=12&section=505
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ABA Proposals for Economic Growth and Community Development  


Modernize Regulations that Prevent Acceptance of Stable Deposits   


 
Problem:  The FDIC has determined that certain traditional deposit accounts are considered to 


be “brokered deposits” and subjects them to supervisory limits and additional deposit insurance 


assessments.  These restrictions and additional costs have limited the access of banks, including 


community banks, to a stable source of deposits that would increase liquidity.  This 


unnecessarily limits the funding banks can make available for lending to small businesses and 


consumers.       


The limitations on brokered deposits put in place in Section 29 of the Federal Deposit Insurance 


Act have not been substantially updated since before the passage of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley 


Act of 1999.  Since that time, modern banking and technology, including an increased diversity 


of commercial bank affiliations, and significant growth in online, mobile and digital banking, 


have allowed banks to gather stable deposits from outside of their branch networks. 


 


The FDIC maintains an overly broad classification of what deposits are “brokered,” and this has 


significant consequences for America’s hometown banks.  Banks of all sizes are required to pay 


additional deposit insurance assessments for brokered deposits beyond a certain threshold, and 


may be subject to supervisory limitations regarding the amount of brokered deposits the 


institution can accept, regardless of its capital position. There are also a variety of capital and 


liquidity regulations, including the liquidity coverage ratio, the net stable funding ratio, and the 


G-SIB surcharge, that penalize deposits classified as “brokered.”  This unnecessarily limits 


capital that could be made available for lending to small businesses and consumers.    


 


Proposed Solution:  The FDIC would be directed to clarify that traditional deposit account 


products involving a direct, continuing relationship between a customer and an insured 


depository institution are not brokered deposits.   


 


Explanation of Proposed Legislation 


  


The proposed legislation is intended to (1) restore the original intent of the statute, which is to 


prevent weaker institutions from gathering brokered deposits and (2) modernize the statute to 


reflect changes in technology and industry structure.  In particular:  


 


It clarifies that deposits resulting from affiliates and subsidiaries of a bank, as well as the 


customer servicing activities of dual, affiliate, and contract employees, are not considered 


brokered.  This is especially important for banks that are also broker-dealers; a deposit can be 


considered “brokered” when funds in a customer sweep account move from the broker-dealer 


subsidiary into the insured depository institution. Where a bank’s program meets the 


requirements of statutory exceptions or existing FDIC precedent, prior approval of the FDIC 


should not be required for the deposit to not be considered “brokered.”  
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Legislative Text 


SEC. ___.  Stable Deposit Modernization  


 


(a) Section 29 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 USC 8131f), is amended to read as 


follows: 


“SEC. 29.  BROKERED DEPOSITS. 


 


(a) IN GENERAL.--An insured depository institution that is not at least adequately 


capitalized may not accept new funds obtained, directly or indirectly, by or through any 


deposit broker for deposit into 1 or more deposit accounts.  


 


(b) APPLICATION OF BROKERED DEPOSIT REGULATIONS TO ADEQUATELY 


AND WELL CAPITALIZED INSITUTIONS. The FDIC, or other federal agency, shall 


not distinguish between brokered deposits and nonbrokered deposits at insured depository 


institutions that are adequately capitalized or well capitalized, as defined under Section 


38 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, for any regulatory or supervisory purpose other 


than that set forth in (a), including with respect to applications to organize a new bank, or 


acquire or merge with a bank, or implement modifications to an existing business plan. 


 


(c) MODERNIZATION OF CURRENT REGULATIONS. The FDIC shall replace its 


existing regulations and guidance under this section, issuing an advanced notice of 


proposed rulemaking within six months of enactment of this [Section].   


 


(1)Not later than six years after the date of enactment of this [Section], the FDIC shall 


review its brokered deposit regulations and solicit public comment regarding the 


implementation of this [Section] 


 


(d) CONFORM REGULATIONS. The FDIC shall revise its existing regulations, together 


with other federal agencies, as needed, ensuring they conform to this [Section] within 3 


months of enactment.  


 


(e) WAIVER AUTHORITY.--The Corporation may, on a case-by-case basis and upon 


application by an insured depository institution which is less than adequately capitalized, 


waive the applicability of subsection (a) upon a finding that the acceptance of such 


deposits does not constitute an unsafe or unsound practice with respect to such institution. 


 


(f) LIMITED EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN CONSERVATORSHIPS.--In the case of any 


insured depository institution for which the Corporation has been appointed as 


conservator, subsection (a) shall not apply to the acceptance of deposits (described in 
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such subsection) by such institution if the Corporation determines that the acceptance of 


such deposits-- 


(1)  is not an unsafe or unsound practice; 


(2)  is necessary to enable the institution to meet the demands of its depositors or 


pay its obligations in the ordinary course of business; and 


(3)  is consistent with the conservator's fiduciary duty to minimize the institution's 


losses. 


Effective 90 days after the date on which the institution was placed in 


conservatorship, the institution may not accept such deposits. 


 


(g) RESTRICTION ON INTEREST RATE PAID.--Any insured depository institution 


which, under subsection (e) or (f), accepts funds obtained, directly or indirectly, by or 


through a deposit broker, may not pay a rate of interest on such funds which, at the time 


that such funds are accepted, significantly exceeds— 


(1)  the rate paid on deposits of similar maturity in such institution's 


normal market area for deposits accepted in the institution's normal market 


area; or 


(2)  the national rate paid on deposits of comparable maturity, as 


established by the Corporation, for deposits accepted outside the institution's 


normal market area. 


 


(h) ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS.--The Corporation may impose, by regulation or order, 


such additional restrictions on the acceptance of brokered deposits by any institution as 


the Corporation may determine to be appropriate; however, the Corporation shall not 


require prior approval for the acceptance of brokered deposits where an institution meets 


the requirements of the statutory exceptions in (i) of this Section. 


 


(i) EXCEPTIONS. 


 


a. TRANSACTION ACCOUNTS. Any deposit that is held by an insured depository 


institution in transaction accounts, as defined under Section 19 of the Federal 


Reserve Act, shall not be considered “brokered” regardless of circumstance.  


 


b. ESTABLISHED RELATIONSHIP ACCOUNTS – Deposit accounts where the 


bank or any affiliate or subsidiary of the bank provides other products or services 


for the depositor, including, but not limited to another deposit account, a loan, bill 


payment services, credit card, serving as custodian or other fiduciary, a securities 


brokerage account, investment advice or management, or any similar service or 


product shall not be considered “brokered” regardless of circumstance. 


 


c. DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS MAINTAINED PURSUANT TO SECTION 15(c)(3) 


OF THE SECURITIES AND EXCHNAGE ACT OF 1934– deposit accounts 
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maintained by broker-dealers to satisfy the requirements of Section 15(c)3 of the 


Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 shall not be considered “brokered” 


regardless of circumstance. 


 


(j) DEFINITIONS RELATING TO DEPOSIT BROKER.    


 


  (1)  DEPOSIT BROKER.--The term "deposit broker" means-- 


(A)  any person that contracts to place deposits of third parties with insured 


depository institutions or with insured depository institutions for the purpose of 


selling interests in those deposits to third parties ;  


 


 


(2)  EXCLUSIONS.— 


 


The term "deposit broker" does not include-- 


(A)  an insured depository institution, its trust department, or any of its affiliates 


or subsidiaries, with respect to funds placed with that depository institution; 


(B)  an employee of an insured depository institution, or any of its affiliates or 


subsidiaries, with respect to funds placed with the depository institution; 


 (D)  the trustee or custodian of a pension, other employee benefit plan, Health 


Savings Account under section 223 of the Internal Revenue Code or similar health 


care related trust or custodial account used to pay for or to accumulate funds to 


pay for health expenses;, with respect to funds of the plan; 


(E)  The third-party administrator vendor to employers or third-party 


administrator or employer in connection with a health savings account under 


section 223 of the Internal Revenue Code, a person acting as a plan administrator 


or an investment adviser in connection with a pension plan or other employee 


benefit plan provided that that person is performing managerial functions with 


respect to the plan; 


(F)  the trustee of a testamentary account; 


(G)  the trustee of an irrevocable trust (other than one described in paragraph 


(1)(B)), as long as the trust in question has not been established for the primary 


purpose of placing funds with insured depository institutions; 


H)  a trustee or custodian of a pension or profitsharing plan qualified under 


section 401(d) or 430(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or 


 


(I) The escrow agent of any deposit account placed at an insured depository 


institution, provided the account is identified as an escrow account. 


(3)  INCLUSION OF DEPOSITORY INSTITUTIONS ENGAGING IN CERTAIN 


ACTIVITIES.--Notwithstanding paragraph (2), the term "deposit broker" includes any 


insured depository institution that is not adequately  capitalized (as defined in section 38), 


and any employee of such institution, which engages, directly or indirectly, in the 


solicitation of deposits by offering rates of interest which are significantly higher than the 
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prevailing rates of interest on deposits offered by other insured depository institutions in 


such depository institution's normal market area. 


 


(4)  EMPLOYEE.--For purposes of this subsection, the term "employee" means a person 


employed by the insured depository institution or its subsidiaries or affiliates, including 


dual employees and registered representatives of any broker-dealer subsidiaries or 


affiliates.   


 


 (I)  DEPOSIT SOLICITATION RESTRICTED.--An insured depository institution that is not at 


least adequately capitalized, as defined in section 38, shall not solicit deposits by offering rates 


of interest that are significantly higher than the prevailing rates of interest on insured deposits-- 


(1)  in such institution's normal market areas; or 


(2)  in the market area in which such deposits would otherwise be accepted. 
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ABA Proposals for Economic Growth and Community Development 


Create a Process for Advisory Opinions by the Bureau to Encourage  


Innovation 
 


Problem:  Innovation and consumer protection in financial products and services is currently 
hampered because there is no effective way to obtain an advanced ruling from the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau (“Bureau”) regarding whether or not a proposed product or service 
would conform or would potentially violate the Federal consumer laws.  This lack of legal and 
regulatory certainty chills innovation and prevents consumers from benefitting from such 
products and services and harms economic growth.  From a consumer protection standpoint, it is 
inefficient for innovators to introduce products into the marketplace when they still have 
outstanding compliance questions for the Bureau.  This makes reactionary and adversarial 
enforcement proceedings the default method of resolving regulatory unknowns. 


Proposed Solution:  The Bureau should establish a formal process for innovators to voluntarily 
ask for an opinion on whether a proposed product or service would conform or violate Federal 
consumer law.  The Bureau’s opinion should be one that can be relied upon as an official 
interpretation of the applicable underlying Federal consumer law, and be arrived at through a 
collaborative process which facilitates innovation and consumer protection.   


Explanation of Proposed Legislation 


The proposed legislation establishes a process within the Bureau for it to issue Advisory 
Opinions (an “opinion”) in response to specific inquiries by a covered person concerning the 
conformance of prospective conduct with Federal consumer financial laws.  The Director is 
required to consult with the prudential regulators and other Federal Departments and agencies 
(“agencies”) as appropriate, and to obtain the views of all interested persons through public 
notice and comment.   


In general, the Director would be required to issue an opinion within 90 days after receiving an 
inquiry, but if additional time is needed, this may be extended another 45 days.  The opinion 
must state whether or not the prospective conduct would violate the Federal consumer financial 
laws.   


Any opinion issued by the Director is an interpretation by the Director of the applicable 
requirements under Federal consumer financial law.  Any materials submitted to the Bureau, or 
that is prepared by the Bureau or any other Federal agency or agencies, is exempt from FOIA 
disclosure and is not to be made public except with the consent of the entity that asked for the 
opinion.  This includes the opinion itself.  The Bureau is also required to assist, to the maximum 
extent practicable, small businesses in preparing an inquiry.                  
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Legislative Text 


SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 
This Act may be cited as the ``Bureau Advisory Opinion Act’’. 
 
SECTION 2. ADVISORY OPINIONS. 
 
Section 1022(b) of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (12 U.S.C. 5512(b)) is amended 
by adding at the end the following: 
 
“(5) ADVISORY OPINIONS.— 


 
“(A) ESTABLISHING PROCEDURES.—  


 
“(i) IN GENERAL. — The Director shall establish a procedure to provide 


responses to specific inquiries by a covered person concerning conformance of prospective 
conduct with the Federal consumer financial law. In establishing the procedures the Director 
shall consult with the prudential regulators and such other Federal departments and agencies 
as the Director determines appropriate, and obtain the views of all interested persons 
through a public notice and comment period. 


 
“(ii) HYPOTHETICAL INQUIRIES PROHIBITED. — An inquiry may only be 


made by a covered person under this paragraph with respect to conduct that the person 
intends to engage in. 


 
“(iii) RIGHT TO WITHDRAW INQUIRY.— Any covered person making an 


inquiry under this paragraph may withdraw such inquiry at any time prior to the Director 
issuing an opinion in response to such inquiry, and any opinion based on an inquiry that has 
been withdrawn shall have no force or effect. 
 
“(B) ISSUANCE OF OPINIONS.—  


 
“(i) IN GENERAL. — The Director shall, within 90 days after receiving an inquiry 


under this paragraph, issue an opinion in response to that inquiry. Such opinion shall state 
whether or not the specified prospective conduct would violate Federal consumer financial 
law. 


 
“(ii) EXTENSION PERMITTED.— If the Director determines that the Bureau 


requires additional time to issue an opinion on an inquiry, the Director may make a single 
extension of the deadline described under clause (i) of 45 days or less. 
 
“(C) EFFECT OF OPINIONS. — Any opinion so issued by the Director is an 


interpretation by the Director of the applicable requirements under Federal consumer financial law. 
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“(D) CONFIDENTIALITY.— Any document or other material that is received by or 
prepared by the Bureau or any other Federal department or agency in connection with an inquiry 
under this paragraph, including any opinion issued by the Director under this paragraph, be exempt 
from disclosure under section 552 of title 5, United States Code (commonly referred to as the 
Freedom of Information Act) and may not, except with the consent of the covered person making 
such inquiry, be made publicly available, regardless of whether the Director responds to such inquiry 
or the covered person withdraws such inquiry before receiving an opinion. 


 
“(E) ASSISTANCE FOR SMALL BUSINESSES.— 


 
“(i) IN GENERAL. — The Bureau shall assist, to the maximum extent practicable, 


small businesses in preparing inquiries under this paragraph. 
 
“(ii) SMALL BUSINESS DEFINED.— For purposes of this clause, the term ‘small 


business’ has the meaning given the term ‘small business concern’ under section 3 of the 
Small  Business Act (15 U.S.C. 632).’’ 
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ABA Proposals for Economic Growth and Community Development 


Relief for Medium Size Banks from Annual Company Run Stress Tests 


 


Problem:  The Dodd-Frank Act imposes company run stress tests on all banks and bank holding 


companies with $10 billion or more in consolidated assets.  That requirement, within the context 


of the statute, clearly is intended for systemic risk purposes.  However, financial stability aims do 


not apply equally to all of the banks with $10 billion or more in assets.  Not a single midsize 


bank ranging from $10 billion to $50 billion in total consolidated assets (Midsize Banks) poses 


any systemic risk.   


Stress testing can be a useful risk management, and in some cases, a supervisory tool.  However, 


the Dodd-Frank Act’s company run stress testing requirements imposes a one-size-fits-all 


approach that prevents significant tailoring.  It is clear that the company run stress testing 


requirements are a bad fit for the diverse set of Midsize Banks. 


By their nature, midsize banks have small geographic footprints compared to banks that have a 


national presence.  The DFA stress testing requirements are aimed at those larger banks and rely 


on national macroeconomic scenarios that are simply not relevant to many midsize banks.  The 


regulatory agencies agree that there is little use for midsize bank stress testing results.  In their 


final EGRPRA report issued on March 21, the OCC and FDIC stated their support for legislation 


to exempt banks with between $10 billion and $50 billion in assets from stress testing.  Federal 


Reserve Governor Tarullo also weighed-in with support for this view in a letter to the House 


Financial Services Committee: “I am also sympathetic to the argument offered by some smaller 


regional banks with between $10 and $50 billion in assets that they should be excluded from all 


stress testing requirements.” 


The Dodd-Frank stress testing requirements contained in section 165 (i) (2) have imposed a 


significant burden on Midsize Banks.  For example, it is typical for a Midsize Bank to spend 


10,000 man hours to produce thousands of pages of documents for the exercise.  This burden has 


been imposed even though there is little supervisory and public benefit.   


Solution:  The proposed legislation would remove company run stress testing requirements from 


Midsize Banks.  


Explanation of Proposed Legislation 


Amends Title I, Section 165(i)(2)(A) of the Dodd Frank Act by striking the sentence that 


requires annual company conducted stress tests for banking organizations with more than $10 


billion in total consolidated assets. Banking organizations with $50 billion and more in total 


consolidated assets would still be required to conduct semi-annual stress tests as provided in the 


first sentence of paragraph (2)(A).        
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Legislative Text 


 


“SEC. ___. ANNUAL STRESS TEST. 


“EXCEPTION FOR MEDIUM SIZE FINANCIAL COMPANIES. -- Section 165(i) (2) (A) 


of the Financial Stability Act of 2010 (12 U.S.C. 5365(i)(2)(A)) is amended by striking “All 


other financial companies that have total consolidated assets of more than $10,000,000,000 


and are regulated by a primary Federal financial regulatory agency shall conduct annual 


stress tests.” 


 





